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. . --; will become increasingly cloudy, 
with highs in the low or mid 40s. 
Tuesday night will be colder with lows 
in the lower 30s and a 50 percent 
chance of showers . 
Enrollment 
overload bogs 
down courses 
By JEFF BRITT 
Staff writer 
The economics department is taking a beating 
from its own theory of supply an4 demand because 
its students can't get into required classes because 
of a shortage of instructors. , 
The Student Senate recently passed a bill 
requesting an increase in class size andlor staff. 
The bill, passed by the senate last Wenesday, 
..states..that-.because-th.number..of___economic-majorS--­
is growing rapidly, many students are finding it , 
very difficult to get into the classes. 
urse Dee Kinzinger prepares President 
ley Rives before he donates a pint of blood on 
day. The blood drive, which started Monday,  
ROBB MONTGOMERY/ Staff photographer 
will continue through Thursday in the Union 
Ballroom. 
Eastern president gives blood on 
opening day of spring blood drive 
Spring Blood Drive 
tern President 
ey Rives was 
on���::::e efo - ---T- - --_ 
ba t e d  bl o o d  
onday at t h e  
erican Red Cross 
drive in the 
· ersity Ballroom. 
indy Kno p f ,  
licity chair for the 
drive, said 274 Goal: 1,650 Pints ts of blood were 
ected Monday, adding that a large amount of 
ors will be needed when the doors open at 11 
. Tuesday. 
She said bad weather and poor road conditions 
the St. Louis area last week canceled all blood 
· es, causing a shortage in parts of Illinois and 
uri. 
Mark Baumball, faculty adviser for the blood 
've, said an emergency flight of blood collected 
11 a.m. until noon Tuesday will be made 
Coles County Memorial Airport to Lambert 
in St. Louis. 
He said although the blood collected each day 
is usually driven to St. Louis, "they are in need of 
additional blood, so we will fly out our first 
hour's contributions." 
For that- -reason, Blood- -Drive Ghair - Sue 
Rachford, hopes "as many people as possible" 
donate blood before noon Tuesday. Knopf said 
although - the drive is 27 4 pints closer to the 
1,650-pint goal, she �xpected they would collect 
350 pints Monday. 
Misinformation is one of the reasons many 
people don't give blood, said Counseling Center 
Director Bud Sanders at a workshop Monday 
night. He said although some people fear getting 
diseases from giving blood, "you cannot contract 
AIDS by donating blood." 
Sanders said although only 10 percent of the 
general population donates blood, the percentage 
of Eastern students that give blood is much 
higher. 
Sanders, who has donated blood more than 67 
times, suggested going through the donation 
process with a friend to overcome any fears. 
Rachford said Wednesday is Buddy Day, 
adding that she hopes to attract people who 
wouldn't normally give blood alone on that day. 
It says in the bill that the economics department 
is not adjusting to this increase, causing students 
unnecessary semesters of tuition and fees. 
The senate suggests steps be taken to eliminate 
"this growing problem." They say in the bill that an 
increase in economics faculty would seem to rectify 
the problem. 
Lori Lockman, co-sponsorer of the bill and chair 
of the academic affairs committee, said, ''The 
economics majors on campus seem to be growing 
semester by semester and the economics depart­
ment is not adjusting." 
Totp. Doherty is co-sponsorer and originator of the 
bill. Lockman said, ''I've been aware of it, but Tom 
came to me with concern about the problem. We've 
simply made a recommendation that the university 
look through it." 
According to Lockman, many business majors are 
taking economics courses, causing the number of 
majors to grow in hurricane proportions and 
progressively worsen. 
"The classes required to get into a school of 
business and the classes required for an economics 
major_are_similar ," said�._ a busineSli! major. 
The "difference, she said, is that students have to 
meet requirements to get into a "school of 
business," but there are no requirements to fulfill 
for an economics major because there is no school. 
Economics instructors agree a problem exists, but 
they think the solution lies in increasing the staff, 
not the class size. 
Thomas Corley, undergraduate adviser for 
economics majors, said, ''I think there's .no doubt 
about it (that a problem exists). It's a simple supply 
and demand imbalance." · 
He said large classes can hurt the quality of 
education. 
''I don't think they should increase the class size 
because I don't believe in big classes, Corley added. 
''We ought to increase the faculty." · 
He said the business majors are taking many 
economics classes ''because they have to take those 
three courses." Principles of Macroecoomics I and II 
and International Economics are required of most 
business majors. 
· 
The business school requires that students get a 
(See ENROLLMENT, page 6) 
II shows students' views v·ary on senior-seminars 
90 Eastern students polled by a 
t senator, 36 percent believe 
seminar is a good idea, 56 
t believe it should be changed 
66 percent said it should en­
a pass/fail option. · 
ent Senate members are 
tly taking a survey to gather 
opinions of Eastern students 
the senior seminar program. 
poll was taken by student 
·r Gus Swanson. Board of 
ors Representative Mike 
is currently in the process of 
400 students. 
son's poll included the 
ns: 
_you believe sellior seminar is a 
good idea? 
•If senior seminar is retained in·its 
present form, do you feel change is 
necessary? 
•Would you favor a pass/fail 
guideline over elimination of senior 
seminar? 
•If you have already had a senior 
seminar, was it satisfactory? 
Both survey forms requested the 
students write comments on the back. 
"On the new one, I really hope that 
the students fill out the back of it," 
said Ashack. 
- "I'm opposed to it (senior seminar)" 
he said. "Right now my main concern 
is with the students. I just want to 
give the students what they want." 
This way the Student Senate will 
have an idea on what course Of action 
. to take. ''Through the findings of this 
report," he said, "the Student Senate 
can find out what they want and pass 
a resolution on it." 
Ashack will submit a report on the 
poll to the Student Senate on Feb. 27. 
The comments on back of the 
preliminary- survey forms were 
anonymous, but they included some 
interesting opinions regarding senior 
seminar: 
"It's stupid and senseless. I have 
been through three-and-a-half years of 
school and I don't feel that senior 
seminar class is any test of my 
academic ability after I have taken 90 
hours of college classes," one student 
said. 
"As I can see, the seminar's not like 
a seminar. The teachers are treating it 
like a regular class. It should be more 
informative than demanding," a 
student commented. 
"It's a waste of time." another 
student said about the seminar. 
"Honors senior seminar should have 
more variety and options. I was only 
offered spring '87 ," a student com­
ment read. 
"Grading scales should not be 93 
percent for an "A". It is unnecessary 
for seniors who are already swamped 
-with upper-level course work to write 
term papers. Attendance may be used 
with a pass/fail option. Discussions 
rather than papers would be nice,'.' a 
student said. -
( 
• 
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Supreme Court decide� to rule A�sociated Press 
State/Nation/World on legality of executing minor� 
C d'd t b ttl t el ct'on WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court before they were 18. an I a es a e Up 0 e I said Monday it will decide whether the death The high court attempted to resolve the 
CHICAGO (AP)-Mayor Harold Washington fretted penalty is a valid punishment for convicted issue in 1982 , in the case of Oklahoma 
about vote fraud and overconfidence hours before murderers who committed their crimes before row inmate Monte Lee Eddings, but dee" 
Tuesday's Democratic primary, while challenger Jane they were 18-years-old. case on other constitutional grounds. 
Byrne's camp said a new poll shoWing the incumbent The justices agreed to hear the appeal of A decision in Thompson's case is 
pulling away was "phony, phony, phony." Oklahoma death row inmate William Hayes sometime in 1988. 
The candidates' Monday carµpaign schedules included Thompson convicted of a murder committed Returning from a four-week ·recess 
city-wide blitzeS to maxmize turnout among the faithful, ·when he w� 15 . flurry of activity, the court also: and each called-a-heavy turnout-crucial-� the �tco�e. ---=--- -· · - -Thompson's-·appeal -contends -that-executing - ·- --• Re�used--.to--use-a-ca�--from-·-Minnesel 
�e mayor went one step further, �1teratm.g hIS con- teenage killers violates the Constitution's ban reco�1der its .past rulings that . . let tention made over the week�md that his foes might try to on "cruel and unusual punishment." reqm.re some girls who seek abortions 
"steal, steal, steal " the election. Of the more than 1 800 men and women on permission from their parents or a judge. 
''We should put (ballots) on an assembly line and OJ?en death rows nationwid�, about 35 of them were . •Agreed to judge the validity of av· 
the c?mputers. to the peop�e, let the people observe it," convicted of crimes they committed as law banning t:h� comme':"<!ial display of Washm gton said at a campaign stop. juveniles. ·sexually explicit matenals where 
Otherwise, he added, ''You can jam them, jog them, and Of the 69 U.S. prison inmates executed since might get at them. 
fake them." 1977, three were killed for murders committed -
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I Use This Coupon For Our Package D 
12 West State, Charleston 
OPEN 9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. 
Corner of Dh·ision & State ·I Blk. \V. of Dairy Queen 
************** : BOG Minority Internships 
: - DEADLINE APPROACHING! 
: A limited number of paid internships are available to minori­
-tr ty students at Eastern during the 1987 Summer Session. Th� : Board of Governor's internships pay $1,QOO per month for : either an eight week or twelve week assignment. 
:· * * * * 
: Students from all disciplines who are interested in pursuing 
-il public service careers or policy-making positions in the private 
._ · 
. .  d I sector are mv1te to app y. 
: * * * * 
: Applicants must be American citizens and upperclassmen or 
: graduate students with cumulative GPA's of at least 2.75. 
: * * * * t Informational meeting will be held at 6:00 p.m. and 7:00 
-il p.m. on Tuesday, February 24, in the Schahrer Room at the 
: Martin Luther King Union . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUMMER JOBS 
EARN $3000 - $4500 THIS SUMMER 
• Exterior House Painting 
• 14 Week Minimum Season 
• 40 Hours Per Week 
• Management Opportunities in 1st Year 
• Great Career Experience 
• Starting $5 Per Hour Wage 
HURRY! 
All Job Openings Will Be Filled 
In The Next Few Weeks. 
To Apply, Call 
(312) 665-8200 
Or Write COiiege Craft Painters 
434 Sunnyside Avenue 
Wheaton, ll 60187 
� @!1!11]:@)]: ��lil�W'lr 
�TEAM 
HOUSEPAINTERS 
. . . 
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Development firm gets funds 
Corporation plans 3 projects with money 
By JEFF BRITT 
Staff writer 
An East Central Illinois firm is receiving $75,000 
from the the Corridors of Opportunity prograll). in 
the governor's office. . 
Former Eastern president Daniel Marvin is 
president of the East Central Illinois Develpment 
Corporation, the recipient of the-funds. 
MarV-in explained the Corridors of Opportunity. 
''It's a program initiated by Govenor Thompson's 
administration and it fundamentally says there are 
regions of t4e state that are natural regions and 
that these natural regions of the state have similar 
opportunities for economic development." 
The purpose of the corridors program, he said, is 
to "promote regional economic development." 
Describing the purpose of the development 
corporation, a not-for-profit organization, he said, 
''We are involved in economic development ... to 
promote new business and industrial growth." 
Three plans have been made for the money. ''We 
will use· it to undertake a research project to 
identify markets and suppliers of our existing 
business industry." 
The second plan is "tO do a regional promotional 
effort," Marvin said. 
The third part of the plan is to "provide an 
economical assistance network that is actively 
engaged in economics." 
The Corridors of Opportunity awarded $340,000 
throughout the state, the ECIDC being but one of 
five recipients. · 
Interns.hips for minorities available. 
By ANDRE LEVIE Each internship pays $1 ,000 a month for either Staff writer an eight week· or twelve week assignment in a 
The Board of Governors' Minor�ty Internship government post or in an Illinois business or 
Program is offering a limited number of paid in- association. 
terships for eligible Eastern students during the Eastern juniors Diane Hubbartt and Paul Johnson 
1987 summer session. are currently receiving money for spring semester 
Informational meetings concerning the program BOG internships, Moore said. 
will be held at 6 and 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Union Hubbartt is serving her internship at the 
addition Schahrer room. Charleston Coalition Against Domestic Violence 
Shirley Moore, dean of academic development, and Johnson is in Chicago serving under Mayor 
said the meetings will cover such topics as how the Harold Washington, she said. 
reshman Deana Riley, a speech com­
ication major, plays catch with a Frisbee 
nday afternoon on the l ibrary quad . Riley 
just one of the many students who took 
tage of-the- sunny day. - - -
program is funded, what the program has done and Moore said last year Illinois provided $300,000 
requirements for students. She added that "ap- for the program, financing 61 internships for 
plications will be passed out to interested students." students in BOG schools. 
To be eligible for a paid inters�ip, the student Students interested in- pursuing public service 
must be of at least junior standing, have a 2 .75 or careers or policy-making positions are encouraged 
higher grade point average and be a minority and· . to apply, Moore-said .. The application-deadline-for 
American citizen. the program is March 13 . 
dicial Board sets penalty guidelines for students 
rs note: This is the second 
in ci five part series-focusing on 
ms Jud.icial Review Board. The 
sanctions the board . can 
e is the topic of this article.) 
he added. The first offense will cost from the university, Kohanzo said. 
the student $50. Violations which would meet these 
Kohanzo said that if the student is requirements are instances of theft; 
'ili��!i�e��;e;���c:.f�\�:j::nb:. J u D I c I A. L ������:d ��kn�:n�O:!�t; �� 
the suspects normally are not turned B O .· A�· R. ·• 
· '  more than one ounce of marijuana or 
F McCOMBS over to the Charleston City Police. _ D . pos8ession of any amount of "hard" 
I • 
-- - - -- - -�-. ------ --- ------In-situatiomr-where--the-disciplinary--- �- - -- -- 1 - -...,.,��-----dnigs,-such-as-cocaine,-l?-GP, heroine ---
ents found guilty of violating sanctions are not suggested, Kohanzo � and others, he noted. 
• 
's Student Conduct Code will said they take each incident case by 
. 
One instance in the past in whiCh a 
more th{lll just a judicial board ease. student was expelled from Eastern 
g awaiting them. They will also ''We try to weigh the relative on any residence hall council, com- was when that student was found to 
er a wide range of penalties. severity in connection with the ex- mittee, judicial board or hall in- be manufacturing amphetamines, 
' -Kohanzo, -Eastern's judicial· i>eetations:of the student�'-Kohanzo- -tramuralteam. The.student also-may- J\.ohanzosaid. 
officer; said there are certain said. not be a member of the Residence Hall Students have also been suspended 
· es the board follows in setting Once the student has been found Association and is inelgible for RHA for creating false fire alarms, forging 
'plinary sanctions, put these guilty, or has admitted their guilt, awards. . checks; assault .and po8session of 
DB are not etched in stone. usually someone in Eastem's judicial "There is an· extra burden for - cocaine, Kohanzo said. 
e handle each student and aff� office will consult with freshman who are on residence hall This year, there have been four 
• n individually," Kohanzo said. Kohanzo ·on the action planned to be probation because freshman are . expulsions, (cocaine dealing, sending a 
ofthecommon-violations-that: . ___ t.aken.- - .required to live on campus.,Therefore"-.person t.o.. t.ake a writing. competency 
disciplinary sanctions include; \ - In some circumstances, the student if a freshman is expelled from the exam, two-students for bard drugs) 
removal of window screens, is placed on university disciplinary residence hall for a disruptive action, and five· suspensions, (stealing keys to 'on of visitation policies, misuse probation, which Kohanzo said is just the president will normally suspend an office and stealing an exam; two 
stickers, alcohol, fireworks, one step short of suspension. the student froni the university as students for stealing and forging of 
tive conduct/destruction of Kohanzo said a student who is on well," Kohanzo said. checks; one student_ involved in the 
, tampering with fire and university disciplinary propation is ''During the average' semester, we Phi Sigma Kappa handcuffing in­
equipment and possession of not . allowed to serve on any have 15 students at any one time on cident, and repeated violations of 
. student/faculty board or university disciplinary probation," Kohanzo said. possesion of marijuana), Kohanzo 
sanction for many of these government committee. The student Kohanzo noted that currently there said. . 
ons inelude ·a- fine-- to--· tlfe-- also cannot participate in intramural- Me- 27 students - on university ·- '!It might seem like - we have a--
t. Kohanzo noted that the athletic competition. disciplinary probation, while - 23 are lawless campus, which is anything but 
collected goes directly to the A student found in violation of the on residence hall probation. the truth," Kohanzo said. "On the 
goffice. code may also be placed on resid�nce The most severe disciplinary whole, we have well-mannered 
biggest fine levied against a hall probation. Students on this sanctions a student could have placed students that conform to ex­
� is for possession of marijuana, probation cannot represent their hall ori him is suspension or expulsion pectations. . 
Kentucky F.rje!:f Chicken 
Tuesdays 
3-Piece 
Dinner $1.99 
includes 
. potatoes . gravy 
.biscuit .coleslaw · 
*OPEN EVERY 
TUESDAYTIL 
10PM 
Opinion 
Editorials represent , 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
Grasping the meaning of 'Platoon' 
War. Death . Dying .  Suf-
fering . Inevitable insanity. 
Survival . 
I wanted to write about the 
movie Piatoon, but I don't 
know where to start. 
I was overwhelmed . Was it 
real ly like that ,  or did 
Hollywood spice it up to draw 
in the box office bucks? 
I had heard that it was a 
realistic account of the A L Vietnam war . I didn't. like the • • 
movie. I was glad I saw it. Landers -
It scared me. Killing seemed 
· so easy and so senseless. We have such a tentative 
hold on life . 
The men in the movie could have been my dad or 
my uncle. They were just guys molded by what was. 
cripple looked like the people who had brutally 
the life of his comrade. And anyway, how co 
be sure he wasn't from the other side? 
Did the soldier focus his feelings of helple 
and unreasoning fury on the cripple? Did it feel 
to kill? What kind of release was it? 
Everybody seemed so impotent.  They c 
cohtrol the brutality of life . They couldn't con 
brutality of death . And they certainly couldn't 
the war. " 
All the carefully maintained rules of civilization 
• gone. Idealism didn't count.  Reality spoke for 
They seemed to hide their humanity in o 
survive with their sanity and lites intact. 
I wonder what it was l ike coming back 
American way of life .  I can remember being a r 
and asking a vet if they had killed someone. 
you say to an innocent 5-year-old about the 
you survived and the reason you fought. The Dally Eastern New� 
Tuesday, February 24, 1987 The scene in the movie I'm about to describe is not the worst by far. In fact, it was rather tame compared 
- to some of the other atrocities perpetuated in the 
name of patriotism. 
Two men sitting in front of us at the movie 
and left after the first kilUng .  They said that 
enough of that .  They looked about the right 
What did they remember watching the giant 
Were they propelled back to the inescapable 
Proposed town 
relations plan 
good idea but. .. 
A r�cent administration proposal is taking 
yet another shot at the elusive goal of better 
town-gown relations, 
Eastern President Stanley Rives has 
suggested a city-university committee to 
lo<'.5k at the situation, and Student Body 
President Mike Madigan says he's ready to 
Edl•tor1·a1' run . with the i�ea. Madigan and Rives 
discussion will 
flicts between 
students-loud 
and so forth. 
h a v e  b o t h  s a i d  
likely revolve around con� 
residents and off-campus 
parties, neighbor relations 
·The idea of better communications is 
obviously a good one,�but there are a few 
factors the Student Senate should consider 
before charging ... _ 
First of all, we have to wonder just what 
the student and city representatives think 
they are going to do about loud parties. 
Realistically, this committee could study 
problems and make recommendations from 
now until doomsday' but there will always 
be students intent on drinking a few more 
beers and cranking the music up a little 
louder. The only real solution to the "loud 
party" problem is a more visible police 
presence-a solution which hardly needs a 
committee behind it. 
We're not saying the senate should scrap 
the whole committee, but we would suggest 
that the issues focus on more tangible town­
gown problems, such as parking, utility 
taxes and apartment rental practices. 
But there is also the problem of the 
historic failure of these "better relations" 
committees. It seems that every Charleston 
politician in recent memory-whether for the 
Student Senate or the City Council-lists 
better town-gown relations as as important 
goal. Yet nothing ever comes of it. 
Most recently, there was the idea , to 
appoint a· student senator to attend City 
Co�ricil meetings as a non-voting member. 
Far from improving relations, the senator, in 
his first chance to speak, discredited the 
city's building inspector, and that was the 
end of that idea. 
This proposed committee is a good idea . 
and the senate should definitely go ahead 
1.vith it. But if it's going to work, we need to 
::;o in with a solid lesson from the past and a 
clear agenda for the future. 
The platoon took over a civilian village. The village 
was filled with the usual . Women , children , old men , 
cripples , weapons. 
A soldier , who could have easily been the boy next 
door, beat the brains out of a village boy. The boy 
didn't have a right leg or arm or eye. The soldier killed 
him because he thought he was smiling at him. At 
least that was the surface reason an armed , 18 year­
old , baby-faced soldier brained a defenseless 
cripple. 
Before the solider killed him, another soldier made 
the cripple dance while he shot a rain of bullets at the 
boy's foot. 
You see, the platoon had just found one of their 
buddies strung up on a tree. I think he was garrotted. 
I'm not for sure. All I know is he was dead at the 
hands of the Vietnamese. 
- I guess it didn't matter to the killer soldier whether 
or not the cripple was an enemy or one of the people 
he was there to protect and possibly liberate. The 
111E PRoBLr� � PfoPl£ 
· '(A�'N' IAI -rHl l t8RJ.2t 
1tJ ()UIE1' At.£, S., 
Yo.urturn 
AMA is celebrating 
its 50th anniversary 
Editor: 
I would like to issue a little reminder to un­
decided majors to think strongly about a career in 
marketing. I would also like to take this opportunity 
to welcome you to "Marketing Week." 
This week, we are celebrating the American 
Marketing Association's 50th anniversary. It is a 
week devoted to making marketing more visible 
Letter policy 
of the Vietnamese jungles? 
The movie Qidn't blame anyone for what they 
9idn't seem· to be a statement against he Vi 
war. It just seemed to be a statement of the v· 
war. _ 
Even if it had been World War I or II with 
national feelings of justification and rightne 
kil ling men , women and children would have 
wrong. It just doesn't make any sense. 
War just doesn't seem to be the way to p 
peace. The movie scared me so much because 
is still a reality. What if the next one is the last 
What if the people I love are asked to give not 
their lives, but their souls next time? 
There is so much at stake. Why can't we I 
Hopefully Platoon will make us think. Hopefully it' 
the last movie they have to make about a war. 
-A.L Landers is a reporter and regular columni 
The Daily Eastern News. 
throughout the country. At the collegiate level, 
purpose is to encourage students to think a 
marketing as a possible career. 
Marketing is a strong major here at Easem. 
Backed by a strong , diversified curriculum arrct 
good faculty. Marketing graduates had one of 
highest starting salaries among graduates of, 
year. The AMA chapter here, one of the larg 
organizations on campus, is also enjoying con­
tinued success. 
Darrin 
p 
Eastern AMA c 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the Only the first three n�mes from letters con 
editor from any reader addressing issues relating to · · more- than three authors will be published 
the campus community. further specified. 
The name and telephone number of at least one Letters submitted without a name ( 
author must be submitted with each letter to the pseudonym) or without a telephone number or 
editor. Letters must be 250 words or less. means of verifying authorships will not be publi 
' 
el p needed for 
2 m i l l ion dream 
reporter 
a late Monday afternoon some 90 residents of 
'tage House-a home for the mentally han­
ped on 18th Street-are eating dinner. 
e scene is almost festive, with a lot of talk and 
ter echoing around the cavernous dining hall. 
tucked away in one corner of the hall is a more 
us scene. 
ere's a small adjoining room, loaded with 
, boxes, charts, stacks of paperwork, file · 
ets-bureaucratic necessities of every kind. In 
room, three young i}eople are. stamping en­
pes and chatting about whatever. 
's a little hard to believe they're laying the 
dwork for an ambitious, multi-million dollar 
unity project. . 
know this project is going to go through," says 
tine "Augie" Oruwari, one of a handful of 
residents working toward the construction of 
Graywood Center-, a proposed $2 million 
tional facility for the mentally handicapped. 
e're raising money any which-way you could 
of," Oruwari said. ''We have 4,000 letters 
· g for contributions) ready to go, and we're also 
g to deal with professional fundraising 
· ations. 
'ght now, we're just waiting for the money. If 
get the money today, we'll start building today." 
fact, Oruwari, a counselor at Heritage House, 
dy refers to the Graywood Center in the 
nt tense-as if the fact that it hasn't yet been 
· t is a mere technicality. 
wari first dreamt up the facility in November. 
that time, it was a modest, $10,000 building 
taining little more than a basketball court. 
ow it's a $2 million complex, complete with 
ooms, a kitchen, a pool room, an Olympic-size 
' ming pool, a weight room, a gymnasium and 
about everything else the typical athlete could 
t. . 
o be located on two acres of donated land on 
Street, the center will be privately run, with 
official ties to Heritage House or anyone 
ROSES 
& 
CARNATIONS 
Tuesday, ,February 24, 1 987 
Allison Best (left) , Yvonne Totten , Mary Sudduth 
and Auggie Oruwari (right) , of the Heritage House 
staff are stuffing envelopes to be sent out for a fund-
else-except the community. 
Although the foremost purpose of center will be 
to train athletes for competition in the Special 
Olympics, Oruwari stressed that he is colinting on 
the community to help build it and to use it. 
''We're talking about the Special Population 
(mentally handicapped) in all these areas that want 
it," he said. ''But it's going to be open to anyone. 
They (the handicapped) will have priority, but it 
will be open to the public in general."  
He added that, as a community project, Graywood 
Center will give local donors something to be proud 
of. ''Ten years from now, they could come back to 
Charleston and say, 'I helped build that."' 
Although tentatively scheduled for spring, even 
Oruwari is not sure when construction on the 
building will actually begin. T4e final architectural 
plans for the center are expected this week, and the 
contractor-Tom Lynch & Associates of 
Charleston-has agreed to begin 'construction as 
soon as half of the necessary $2 million has been 
raised. 
''There have been a lot of promises (of con­
tributions)," Oruwari said. ''Right now, all we're · 
waiting for is the money." 
JON SALL I Assistant photo editor 
raising campaign . The staff plans to send out 4,000 
envelopes in hopes of raising $2 million for a 
recreational facility for the mentally handicapped. 
Oruwari originally tested the waters for the 
fundraising project by sending out 10 random 
letters asking for citizens' support. He knew he was 
onto something when five of the letters came back 
with pledged contributions. 
Oruwari has since expanded his fundraising 
contacts to include major corporations, social 
agencies and even Eastern's Greek system. Because 
most of the contributions are only in the form of 
pledges, he could not estimate how much has 
already been raised. 
One donor Oruwari is definitely not counting is 
local government. He said it is important to keep 
the facility in private hands, free of city ties. 
''We wanted to keep the city out of this because of 
all the politics," he said. ''We do not want politicians 
to slow us down. We don't want this to become 
another Rotary Pool." ' 
He was referring to the current Charleston City 
Council controversy over funding for the city 
swimming pool. 
"We're getting a lot of support (for the project)," 
Oruwari said. ''We do have a need for this. We're 
going very carefully and, at the same time, we're 
going very fast." 
Alpha Phi invites you to their 
Spring Informational Rush Party 
· ·Wednesday , February 25 at 7 : 30 p , m .  
Call for rides and information : 345-6 71 5  or 345-681 3 
RQSES & 6 CAR VASED UB Human Potential Presents. , .  The A wars- Winning Musical I $21 .00 
ROSES & 3 CARN. VASE 
$13.50 
THE GREENHOUSE 
VISNMC 
.�� ... 
- - -AT- KERA-SOTES-THEkTRES : - -- -
WILL P.OGERS . 345-9222 
All Seots S 1  
Star Trek IV (PG) 
Crimea C!f the HHrt (PG 1 31 
235-35 1 5 
258-8228 
Platoon (RI 4:30•7•9:30 
From the Hlp 1PG> 4:45•7:15•9:20 
Over the Top (PG) 5•7:20•9:1 5 
ONE MO ' TIME 
Experience the Dixieland and Vaudeville of the 1 920's 
A BROA D WA Y MUSICAL HIT! "A Hot, Wild,- Rousing Delight" 
Time Magazine 
Su nday, Marc� 1 
- · -- - · - -- -· - - ·--- - - -�-- --·s:o-a p:m� - - : · - · - · - " - - -
Grand Bal lroom�- . 
$2 StudentS with valid l .D .  
$5 General Publ ic 
Tickets Available At 
U nion Box Office-Weekdays 9 am-3 pm 
lll�z·��nv 
A 
New Orleans 
Jazz Musical 
6 T uesday, February 2 4 ,  1 9 8 7  . 
Enrol l ment ________ fro-m page 1 
niinimum C grade for each course. factor to the problem is students 
Doherty, an economics major, said opting for an economics major after · 
_ he would have been able to graduate they had academic difficulties in the 
this coming summer if all his classes business school. 
had been taken on schedule: As it ''The ones who are not making it in 
turns out, he'll have to wait until business are · coming over here. The 
December. GPA required t;o get into. business is 
"Last semester I had all my classes pretty high." 
dropped," he said. This was despite He referred to overcrowded con­
the fact that he pre-enrolled. "I ended ditions in his classes. "I have two 
up taking electives I didn't need or classes with a 40 maximum and I've 
want. got 48 in each class." 
"Yeah, it's overloaded," said He said he allows an excess in his 
economics instructor Bill Lynn. "It's classes. "Now if they drop the class, 
the university's fault. that's their problem. We can at least 
"Now they got a million dollars . let them in if we can." 
(referring to R. A. Lumpkin's Edgar Schick, vice president for 
donation to the tiehool of business). academic affairs, said he is aware of a 
They should be able to get another problem and actions have been taken 
instructor," Lynn added. in the past. . 
Lynn theorized that a contributing - He said the economics faculty has 
been increased every year since he has 
held his position. 
Corley doesn't know how much the 
increase has been, but he said, ''That's 
not enough." 
''This past year the CAA (Council on 
Academic Affairs), at the request of 
the department of economics and the 
curriculum coinmittee of the college 
of arts and sciences, put limitations 
on a GPA requirement" to have an 
economics major, Schick said. 
"There are one or two courses that 
are specifically required for · the 
student to have a 2.0 GPA to major in 
economics," Schick said. 
If the problem is not rectified, 
students will have to wait another 
semester to get in the classes, said 
economics department chair Ahmad 
Murad. 
The Council on T 
Education will not meet "'"··'-"''" 
because of a lack of a 
items. 
The COTE meets Tuesdays 
2 p.m. in the Union. 
"We just didn't have 
business that came up and 
didn't have any old business, 
said COTE chair Patricia 
Barnhart. 
. Verge m eeting 
WEDNESDAY 
at 5 : 30 p�m.  
Tues. & Wed �ight Features 
. .  . 
Space 1111=:: . ...... . --� . [3� 
ALL vo-u CAN ·EAT 
SPAGHETTI & GARLIC BREAD 
Move 
7 PM-TUES. 
La Roma's Pizza 
Tuesday Special 
Medium 
Pepperoni Pizza 
$5.00 
Includes free Pepsi 
free delivery & tax 
No coupons with this offer 
phone 345- 1 345 
Page <Dne �rn -
25• Beers . 
2 for 1 Well -
with Gun Drinks 
and 
� =- :� 
1r D & D HOBBIES i11 
I ! 7l8. Monroe Ave. I� i � Charleston, IL 1 I §  - • I 
: � Invites you to � i !I I' 
i ! �fft11�8r�A�tt-i -
1 Im \VAR, WESTERN 1 PAPER BACKS : Er;; 
. f�ll�[)S � {(). 
509 Van Buren 
Tuesday 
Mason Jars 
• 1 6  oz. Jar- $1 
• 75¢Refills 
9-cl 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-6 p.m. 
Daily! 
[!!].Gt �!!!LRS!� CORNER OF 
ONLY $2.49 
TU ESDAYS AFTER 4 P . M .  
7 PM-WED. 4TH and LINCOLN J ERRY'S PIZZA 345-2844 
with Campus Marketing 
YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA 
YOU DRM {TO THE PARTY) 
$ $1 29 
� DRM (THE PARTY STARTS HERE) 
$1 99 
I N CLUDES : 
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful 
Daytona Beach (WE ORM Packages Only). We use 
nothing but modern highway coaches. 
• Efgtii-Floilda days/seven enalessnignrs ar onEforour 
exciting oceanfront hotels. located right on the Daytona 
Beach strip. Your hotel has a beautiful pool. sun deck. air 
conditioned rooms. color lV. and a nice long stretch of 
beach. 
• A ful l  schedule of FREE pool deck parties EMKY day. 
• A ful l  l ist of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in 
Daytona Beach. 
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a 
good time. 
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep 
sea fishing. party cruises. etc. 
• All taxes and tips . 
S PEN D A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE 
FOR RJRTHER INFORMATION 
AND SIGN UP 
Rob Hansen 
Deadl ine Fri . 2/27 
581 -2682 
Tuesday , February 24, 1 9 8 7  1 
may experience a slight inconvenience 
as the - Central Illinois . Public Service 
shuts down power in one section of 
· be shut down from 2 until 3:30 p.m. in 
m Grant Street to the south, along the 
Division Avenue to Lincoln Avenue, t.o 
and westward including Orchard Drive, C 
berlin Street and south side of 
:venue. 
business buildings will be effected 
shutdown-McDonald's, i2 W. Lincoln 
the Howard Eads/Personal Finance 
mplex, 10 Lincoln Ave.,  CIPS District 
t Norm Spear said. . 
own will enable CIPS workers to finish · 
· n project, which ·will convert a tran­
m 4,160 Volt.s to 12,500 Volt.s. 
s planned conversion is the last part of a 
conversion, which began about a year ago, Play ball! 
·Senate to discuss --- � ­
ora l proficiency · - - -
By JEFF BRITT 
Staff writer 
Edgar Schick, vice president for academic affairs, 
will discuss the progress made on implementing the 
- ora r  proficiency exam af-the Faculty Senat.e · ­
meeting Tuesday in the Union addition Martinsville 
room . .  
"The Faculty Senate had expressed concern ovir 
· the passage of that oral proficiency test," said 
Faculty Senate Chair Mary Wohlrabe. 
Schick is on a ·committee comprised of all the vice 
· presidents for academic affairs in the five Board of . 
Governors schools. He will · report on whatever · 
progress the committee has made. 
. · The senate liad expressed opposition to the law 
before it was passed by the General Assembly over 
. · Gov. James Thompson's veto. · 
"We got a tesponse from·Dean (Samuel) Taber (of 
s_tudent academic servic�) _on getting more 19-·.. _ 
formation in the academjc calendar," Wohlrabe 
said. The calendar will have additional inforillation 
beginning with the fall semester of 1988. 
"Scott Smith and myself met with (Student Body . 
won't change at all. But, it increases 
"ty for growth in that area three-fold, 
Freshman history major Terry Ryan , having 
fun while Mother Nature permits, fields a 
grounder in the Library Quad Monday. 
President Mike) Madigan to discuss a ·Faculty 
Senate report on the student housing issue," 
Wohlrabe said. The senate has expressed concern 
over some students living in poor housing. 
e SchOlarsh i p  ava i lable for grad uates a nd sen iors · 
tions for- the Cole 
'p, available tO Marshall 
ool graduates and current 
now being accepted. 
le Scholarship (started in 
a cash payment of $1 ,000," 
es Titus, secretary for the 
dation. 
· er of this scholarship is 
a committee of Eastern's 
e executive officer forms the 
," Titus said. 
ecutive officer of the 
Foundation is Daniel Thornburgh. 
Thornburgh is also the director of 
University Relations. 
''The scholarship winner must be a 
graduate of Marshall High School," 
Thornburgh said. Economic need, 
moral and civil character and 
academic achievement are taken into 
consideration when choosing a 
recipient. He said the same person 
may be chosen two consecutive years 
in a row. 
The donor of the Cole Scholarship 
wishes to remain anonymous until the 
time of his or her death, Thornburgh 
ILUNOIS COLLEGIATE 
·JOB FAIR· 
FRIDAY, MARCH 1 3, 1 987 
COLLEGE OF DU PAGE 
22nd Street and Lam bert Road 
between Roosevelt Road (Rt. 38) and 
utterfie ld Road- (Rt 56), G len E l lyn, I L  
DENT REGISTRATION FEE : $ 1 0 . 00 
(Includes Luncn) - -- --- -- -- -- - -- - ·- -
ke check payable  to De Paul University 
ubmit Resume and Registration to: 
EASTERN'S PLACEMENT CENTER 
DEALINE-FEBRUARY 28, 1 987 
ONE OTHER THAN REGISTRANTS ADMITIED 
BEFORE 1 2:30 P .M. 
REGISTRANTS ADMITTED THEN ONLY-COST 
FOR LA TE REGISTRATION $20.00 
PARKING PROCEDURES 
ing will be available in the areas around the 
e-P/ease park in the areas that are marked for I/­
Collegiate Fair. Bus service will be provided. 
said. Therefore, there are "no 
ceremonies because the donor is not 
desirous of a lot of publicity." 
Last year's recipient of the Cole 
Scholarship was senior Cornelia Marie 
Wieck, an English major with a minor 
in Latin. 
Wieck applied as a junior and is 
receiving the scholarship award now, 
for her senior year. 
Wieck said that ''being involved in 
campus activities, having a fairly 
good GP A and showing good 
leadership through clubs and sports" 
are some good edges for winning the 
award. 
Wieck is a captain on Eastern's 
swim team and a member of several 
honor societies, such as the English 
Honor Society. 
Applications for the scholarship will 
be accepted until March 13 ani:l may 
be turned in at the Alumni Office in 
the Brainard House, 1548 Fourth St. , 
or to the principal of Marshall High 
School. Winners of the award will be 
notified in the spring. 
DO M I NO ' S  PIZZA 
DELIVERS! 
A Regu la r  Cheese 
DO M I N O ' S  P!ZZA 
JUST A SK 
A Large Cheese 
DOMINO ' S  PIZZA 
·JUST A SK 
AFTER 9:00 P.M. 
348-1 626 
Not val id with other offers or coupons 
OFFER WILL EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE 
r 
Tuesday ' s  
February 24, 1987 Classified ads 
Report errors Immediately at 581 -281 2. A 
wlll  appear In tbe next edition. Unleu 
cannot be responsible for an Incorrect ad 1 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
-Tuesday's 
Dlge,st 
TV 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-Transformers 
1 0-Mash 
· 1 5-Facts of Life 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Rocky Road 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0-News 
9-Facts Of Life 
1 5-Jeopardy! 
1 7-People's Court 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Beverly Hil ibi l l ies 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 38-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel Of Fortune 
3, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Barney Mil ler 
1 0-Hollywood Squares 
t 2-MacNei l ,  Lehrer 
Newshour 
38-Dating Game 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Jeopardy 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Jeffersons 
1 0-$ 1 , 000, 000 Chance Of 
A Lifetime 
1 5-Wheel Of Fortune 
1 7  ,38-Newlywed Game 
6:35 p.m. 
5-Honeymooners 
7:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Matlock 
3, 1 0-Grammy Awards 
9-Movie: "Foul Play" ( 1 978) 
Goldie Hawn and Chevy 
Chase in a plot to assassinate 
the Pope in San Francisco. 
1 2-Nova 
1 7 , 38-Who's The Boss 
· 7:05 p.m. 
5-Cousteau's Rediscovery of 
the World.  
7:30 p.m. 
1 7 , 38-Growing Pains 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Movie :  " Places in the 
Heart" Sally Field stars as 
AC ROSS 
1 Unskilled 
spunky widow with two 
chi ldren struggling to make 
ends meet. 
1 2-Frontline 
1 7 ,38-Moonlighting 
8:05 p.m. 
5-NBA Basketball 
9:00 p.m. 
1 2-Bombing of Osage 
Avenue 
1 7 ,38-Jack and Mike 
9:1 5 p.m. 
9-News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
3 , 1 0, 1 7-News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Too Close for Comfort 
1 0:20 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-News 
5-Track and Field 
1 °0:30 p.m. 
3 , 1 0-Mash 
9-Magnum , P . I .  
1 2-Movie: "The Magnificent 
Ambersons. ( 1 942) A fading 
Indianapolis aristocratic family, 
circa 1 900, and its in­
sufferable young heir. 
38-Nightline 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Dating Game 
1 0:50 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Tonight 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Quincy 
1 0-T. J .  Hooker 
38-Jim and Tammy 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 7-Nightline 
1 1 :20 p.m. 
5-Movie: "The Boy With 
Green Hair ."  ( 1 948) A war 
orphan is ridiculed after his 
hair turns green overnight. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Movie: "Timerider. "  
( 1 983) A motorcyclist cruises 
into 1 870's Mexico. 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-Falcon Crest -
1 1 :50 p.m. _ 
2 ,  1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
Midnight 
3-Richard Roberts 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
7 "- La 
Douce" 
8 Boscs 
Crossword 
. 1 2:1 0 a.m. 
1 0-Movie: "Nothing Per· 
sonal ' '  ( 1 980) Fight with a 
giant corporation responsible 
for killing baby seals. 
1 2:35 a.m . 
1 7-News 
1 :oo ·a.m . ... 
3-News 
WEIU-TV 
1 :00 p.m. 
Survival Spanish - "Ordering 
Lunch" 
1 :30 p.m. 
Teac h i n g  · flor Thinki n g :  
Creativity in the Classroom 
" Grou p Tec h n iques For 
Enhancing Thinking" 
· 2:00 p.m. 
The Living Environment · 
" Conservation of Vi tal 
Resources" 
2:30 p.m. 
The Challenge of the Unknown 
- "Outcomes/Where Am I 
Going" 
2:50 p.m. 
Feature 
3:00 p.m. 
Market Wrap 
3:30 p.m. 
Money Talk 
4:00 p.m. 
Wall Street Final 
S:OO p.m. 
News Scan 5 1  
5:30 p.m. 
Survival Spanish • "Ordering 
Lunch" 
8:00 p.m. 
Earth , Sea and Sky 
"Volcanoes" 
6:30 p.m. 
EIU Connection - "Aquatic 
Conservation" with Leonard 
Durham 
. 7:00 p.m. 
C o l l e g e  B a s k e t b a l l  
"Oklahoma at Iowa State" 
9:00 p.m. 
U .S.A.  Tonight - World and 
National News 
9:30 p.m. 
News Scan 5 1  
3 6  Minor street 
37 North Sea 
feeder 
persons 
5 Comic Wilsori 
9 Havana, e.g. 
1 4  "L' -, c'est 
moi' ' :  Louis 
X I V  
6 8  "Merry 
Widow" 
composer 
69 Ballet skirt 
70 Monk 's 
· quarters 
9 Herbal plants 
10 Nuptials 
response 
40 Hard, yellow 
cheese 
42 Prior 
15 Sardinian 
coins 
16 Worship 
17 Provender 
18 Austen novel 
19 For rent 
20 Snoopy's aerial 
adversary 
23 "- · 
Kapital" :  
Marx 
24 Work unit _ 
25 One-man boat 
27 Pleasure-
loving 
31 Tape or wire 
joining 
34 Former 
hockey All Star 
35 Kind of owl 
38 TV's ­
Wences 
39 Longest 
sentence 
71 Prepare (fowl) 
for roasting 
72 Receives 
socially 
73 Daytime TV 
. 1 
feature -
DOWN 
1 Adroit 
2 The former 
Deseret, to an 
extent 
· 
3 Just sufficient 
4 Kind of record 
5 Reaching 
maturity 
6 B ranch 
1 1  An 007 
adversary 
· 12 Sector 
13 Softens by 
soaking 
21 Kin.of fulmars 
22 Gives approval 
, to 
26 Kind of collar 
2 7  Composer of 
"The Planets" 
28 Writer Jong 
29 Sax Rohmer 
arch villain 
30 Firewood 
measure 
32 Creates 
33 Eat away 
45 Kitchen 
gadgets 
47 Swedish 
explorer Hedin 
50 Distinctive 
time period 
52 Rules of 
conduct 
54 Petty quarrels 
56 Ism 
57 Rare person 
59 Adjust exactly 
80 Poker stake 
61 Ersatz butter 
62 Spanish 
cooking pot 
63 Seaweed 
65 - Vegas 
[!? Services Offered 
"My Secretary , "  word 
processi n g, Professional  
resume packages, letters, 
quality term papers, thesis.  
903 1 8th . 345· 1 1 50 .  
�---...,,.---_,...,,..,...,,00 PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATION QUIK PRINT, 
W. Park Plaza, 345-633 1 . 
00 
-G.,,=-ET:---Y--:0:--:-U:-=R-.,.JO::-:B::--::R:-:::E:-:::S:-:'.UME 
AT COPY-X! FAST SERVICE ,  . 
LOW PRICES. NEAR CAM­
PUS. 207 LINCOLN. 
�----�--�00 It's tax time!  Get your -tax . 
return done .  Reasonable 
Prices. Call Michelle 58 1 -
2448. 
[!? Help Wanted 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon. Call Pam . 359- 1 577 or 
1 -800-858-8000. 
--=�=-=-::""."-=-:-==--::-�00 OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer, 
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer . .  
Australia, Asia. All fields $900-
2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info. Write IJC , P .O.  Box 52-
IL3, Corona Del  Mar, CA 
92625.  
________ 4/1 
Driver, 2·3 times per wk. , 
flex. hrs. . for errands, ie. 
laundry, groc. , etc . Pay neg. 
Call 345-2968 after 5p.m.  
________ 2/26 
We want housecleaner two 
and a half hours per week, 
Thurs. or Fri .  References and 
car needed. 345· 7 1 42 after 
4:30.  
________ 2/26 
[B' For Rent 
PARK PLACE APTS. Fully 
furnished 1 ,  2, 3 bedroom 
apts. Avai lable fall  ' 8 7 . 
Parki n g ,  garbage pai d ,  
d i s h w a s h e r s .  ( 1 6 2 7  
7th-across from Union) Call 
2 1 7-359-0203. 
________ 2/27 
Ratts university drive & Ratts 
Polk street townhouses for 3·4 
students rent is 1 45 for 3 and 
1 22 for 4 for fall of 87 and 
spring of 88. 9 month lease 
call 34.5-6 1 1 5 . 
00 ---FU,-,--RN1-=s-:"'.Hc=E-::-D-:A:-::P,-:A-=R-=T""'M=E=NTS, 
REDUCED. AVAILABLE IM· 
MEDIATELY . NEED MAN 
SUBLEASOR. 345-4846. 
-=----=:-:-:----:=:----:-2/2 7 Brittany Ridge Townhouse 
for Rent this Summer. 2 males 
at $ 1 35 each per month. All 
appliances included. Call J .  
Canty 5 8 1  ·2609. 
________ 2/27 
� For Rent 
Mini-storage sizes 4x1 2 up 
to 1 Ox30 . Price starts as low 
as $ 2 5  a month . Phone 348· 
7746.  
-,-,-----.,,.---,-- �00 
Now and Fal l !  . 2 bedroom 
apartments for two people. 
947 4th street and 1 305 1 8th 
street. Phone 348·7 746 or 
345-5348 between 6 and 1 O 
· p . m .  
�-------�00 
Leasing for Summer and Fal l .  
Furnished basement apartment 
for 2 .  $300 per month pays 
rent, parking,  and all utilities 
exce p t  telepho n e .  Con­
veniently located to campus 
and shopping . For appt. phone· 
345-240 1 .  
________ 2/25 
PALACE for cheap. Brittney 
Ridge looking for 5 or 6 
renters, female or male.  Rent 
as low as $1 09/month. 345-
6290.  
________ 2/27 
4 bedroom house, near 
campus, range, refrig. , drapes 
provided. 5 people max. 
$540/mo. 345-4220.  
________2/27 
1 bedroom apartment, near 
cam p u s ,  rang e ,  refr ig .  
provided. 2 people· maz. 
$260/mo. 345-4220.  
________2/27 
Subleaser needed. 1 ,  March 
- May. Near campus. Own 
bedroom . $ 1 1 Olmo. include 
heat, gas. 345-46 1 2 . 
________ 2/27 
Furnished two bedroom 
apts. for rent for summer and 
fal l _ Call 345-2784.  
________ 3/5 
Summer or fall furnished 2. 
bedroom , 1 1 /2 baths apart· 
ment. 4 people $ 1 2 0  a month 
each on year lease, 1 0 1 7  
Woodlawn. Phone 348· 7 7  46.  
________2/00 
1 , 2 and 3 bedroom fully 
furnished apartments for rent, 
Fall '87 at Park Place 
Apts . (across from Student 
Union) call 2 1 7·359·0203. 
________4/20 
Student groups-large 2 story 
house, 1 block from campus, 
5-8 people,  2 kitchens, 2 
baths, 5 bedrooms. 345-
1 1 1 4 . Mon-Sat. , 9-6.  
________ 2/26 
IDEAL two bedroom apt. 
Four persons needed near 
campus. Reasonable. Phone 
345-24 1 6 . 
________ 2/27 
One bedroom apt. for 2 
persons near campus. Phone 
345-2 4 1 6 .  
________ 2/27 
I DEAL two bedroom apt. for 
two persons. Unfurnished near 
campus. Phone 345-24 1 6. 
________ 2/27 
[!? For Rent 
Now leasing · 
bedroom Apt. Vi 
good location , 
condition, available 
345-7387 . 
Well maintained 1 ,  
bedroom, furnished 
1 987·88 school 
people per bedr 
lease, no pets. Call 
after 5 : 30p.m. 
2 bedroom 
from campus, full 
garage, fenced yard, 
AVAIL Summer '87. 
lease. 1 805·1 1 th 
students, $350/rno; 
681 9 .  
O n e  and two 
furnished aoarllntlllll9 
Tra-Mar 
7286.  
[B' disappointed 
[B' disgusted Regency Apartments the Regency Image It 's a tradition [B' depressed 
[B'cramped 
[B' no privacy 
[B'no space ' ' HOT RATES 
Let Regency customize a solution to your n 
* Private bedroom rates avai lable 
-campus clips 
American Marketing Association will hold a McAffee. Held for all interested 
speaker meeting Feb. 24 at 7 :00 p .m.  in the faculty in serious distance biking or 
Charlestion·Mattoon Room of the Union. Bill touring. Future plans and fu 
Cross from Unysis will speak. Everyone is discussed and officers elected. 
welcome to attend .  This will ALSO be an in- Christian Campus Fellowship 
formational meeting about the St . Louis Trip Deeper Life seminar on Feb. 22· 
. 41-U.ndei:standing._ 
of 
_____ .. _c9ming up this Friday. _ _ - --· ___ ··- - _ _  . . _ _ _  P,ITl,_ -�L _C!!!i�t�_ .f:arnj)US _ 
SHEA Famlly Services will · hold a meeting Lawson Hall on 4th Street) .  Dave 
Tuesday, February 2 4  at 5 : 4 5  p . m .  in  Rm . 3 1 3 speaking on how to deal with e 
ASB. Guest speaker-Barbara Warmoth of by turning to the bible.  For ridel 
43 Exchange 
premium 
44 Moves quickly 
46 Textile 
workers 
48 Purpose 
49 Mexican dish-
51 Football play-- · 
53 Arabian 
princes 
55 He treats pets 
56 Swindle 
58 Peter Pan's  
adversary 
64 Word of 
surrender 
66 Pisa ' s  river 
67 " Winnie ­
Pu" : Lenard 
71  
See page 9 for answers 
Charleston Community Day Care Center. 345-6990 or 348-0733'. 
Skills Enrichment Commlttff will hold a 
workshop, "You Have a Choice • Planning for 
Funerals" on Feb. 26 from 1 2: 1 0  p . m .  - 1 :00 
p . m .  in the University Union Charleatlon-Mattoon 
Rm. The workship is open to all EIU employeea­
faculty, staff and civil service and will be 
presented by Gayle Strader. Sponsored by EIU 
Foundation,  EIU Civil'Servlce Council and Office 
of Faculty Developement. 
EIU Students and Community Concerned 
about Peace will hold a meeting on Feb. 24 at 
7 : 00 p .m.  in  Coleman Hall Rm. 2 2 9 .  All are 
welcome to attend. 
TKE Little Sisters will have a meeting on Feb. 
2 4  at 6 :00 p .m.  in the Union Walkway. Bring in 
pictures and info. ·Sheet for Lisa. 
EIU Bicycle C lub will hold an organizational 
meeting on Feb. 26 at 5 : 00 p . m .  in 1 38 
Campus Clips are published 
charge, as a public service to the 
should be submitted to The D111J 
office by noon one business dlly 
be published (or date of 
should' include event, name 
organization (spelled out -
abbreviations) , date, time and 
plus any other pertinent in 
phone number of submitter 
Clips containing conflicting 
formation will not be run if 
contacted. Clips will be 
available. Clips submitted a 
day cannot be guaranteed 
be run one day only for any 
be taken by phone. 
-- - Tuesday 's - --
ruary 2 4, . 987 · Classified ads Report errors ......... ., at 511·2112. A oorrect-ed .... ... ... ... ..... .... ..... ....... . cennot be r11p1n11ail1 • • II-••• .,.. lla tlrel  lnNrllon. Deedllne 2 p.111 • ........,. dliy. 9 
ge Daytona Exe. 
miles, A/C , Cruise, 
eo, rust proofed. A 
I 345-5050 after 
on weekends. 235-
A red notebook with 
· en on front at 7th 
. Please claim at the 
News. 
-=---:--:-- 2/24 Silver paisley earring 
Coleman and the 
found, take to the 
t. in Old Main .  
�--:-:::--:---::--2/24 : A NIU yellow ID 
· D.L.  and school 
d,  please call Kana 
7 1 5 . 
2/25 
�: -A=-t--=Rc:-H:-:-A---::T alent 
pair of green leather 
Please pick up at Daily 
News. 
;.-.. ____ 2/25 
Sat . afternoon at 
Pool-Little gir l 's 
ch.  Call Kay 598 1 . 
.__ ___ 2/26 
: 14 carat Gold cross 
near Jerrys-contact 
at 3293.  
�--,-- -2/26 2/1 3 3 keys on EIU 
· . If found call 581 -
k for Susie. 
.__ ___ 2/26 
: Black and white cat 
Walker's parking lot. 
at 345-3290 . .  
[B" Lost/Found 
LOST o n  2/20 Red Lawson 
Hall Wallet with l . D .  and Drivers 
License. If found Please 
contact Cheryl Goers 58 1 -
52:39. 
-,---,--------2/26 
Lost: Jean Jacket at Marty's 
Thurs. night: Will be able to 
identify. Please call 58 1 -
5 1 78.  
________ 2/26 
[B" Announcements 
To my BLOOD BROTHER: 
Thanks for the great time 
Friday! I ' l l  get you back-Just 
wait! LookiAg forward to you 
bloody nose and my "special" 
week-Drip! Drip! · P .S .  You 
didn't think I'd do it-Did you? . 2/24 
G I N A  L O U G H -
MILLER-Congratulations on 
your new office! You'll do a 
fantastic job-Love your Kid, 
Mary-Margaret. 
________ 2/24 
ROCK-A-LIKE Contest for 
M . S . -Feb. 25 at KRACKERS! 
________ ,2/24 
PIZZA-Free thick, free soft 
drink. Medium pizza, $4.  70 
plus tax. ADDUCCI FAMILY 
R EST AU RANT, 345-9 1 4 1  or 
345-9393. 
________ 2/00 
M I LLER workshirts , T-shirts, 
windbreakers, CORONA T­
shirts , Etc. Kathy 348- 1 4 1 0 . 
________ .2/24 
SPRING BREAK BUS STOP 
TOU RS: DAYTONA $ 1 3 9 . 00 ,  
SOUTH PADRE $ 1 6 9 . 00 .  
CALL LISA 348- 1 663 or 
J ENNY 58 1 -2632 . . 
________ 2/27 
FREE LECTU R E ( G u est 
Speaker) "California Techniq­
ues of Li�ing . "  Everyone 
welco m e .  F i tness C l u b .  
Tuesday, Feb. 2 4 ,  8 :00 p . m .  
________ 2/24 
[B" Annou ncements 
NO JR.  PANHEL MEETING 
WED.-BE AT LISA MARTH'S 
A T  5 : 0 0  F O R  D I N ­
NER-BRING FOOD ! ! !  
________ 2/25 
SPRING BREAK! SPRING 
BREAK! $ 1 89.95 for the Best 
PRICE or $2 1 9 . 9 5  for the 
B e s t  P L A C E .  In c l u d e s  
Transportation.  Call Jim Shoe 
Today at 2 1 04 .  
________ 2/27 
Lori : Have a great 21 st 
Birthday! After tonight you'l l  
never be the same! Love, 
Chris, Kathy & Laura. 
________ 2/24 
DON'T SIGN UP unti l  you've 
c a l l e d  t h e  B E S T ! Ft . 
Lauderdal e ,  Key West,  
Daytona, 345-6887 , 345-
4667 . 
________ 2/24 
CONGRATULATIONS Kar­
yn , I Love ya. Love, Otis? 
---::--...,...,...----2/24 
All Jr.  Panhel Members-Tired 
of dorm food? Come to Lisa's 
on W e d .  to p i g  o u t ! ! 
5 : 00-Bring Food! !  
--�-----2/25 
T H E  R O M A N S  
PARTY-Every Wed. Top of 
Page One . $3.00 entrance. 
________ 2/24 
Adoption-Happily married 
Dr. & teacher wife seek an 
infant to love and share our 
lives. We can offer your baby a 
warm , secure home with every 
opportunity to develop to their 
own potential . Medical-legal 
expenses pai d .  Pr i vate , 
confidential , legal . Call collect 
(3 1 2 ) 2 48-536 1 .  
________ 4/ 1 
My husband and I are in­
terested in adopting an infant.  . 
If you know of anyone who is 
considering placing a chi ld for 
adoption please call (2 1 7 )463-
3304 for more information . 
2/24 
[B" Announcements 
Groups of eight or more to 
Daytona, Ft . Lauderdale, or 
Key West. Special DISCOUNT! 
345-688 7 .  
________ 2/24 
CRYSTAL MARK You're 
Mine in May. 
--.,...------·2/24 
Hey Sig Taus! Get psyched 
for formal ! We can't wait to 
party with you !  Love, The 
Roses. 
________ ,2/24 
T H E  A M E R I C A N  
MARKTETING ASSOCIATION 
WILL BE HAVING AN IN­
F O R M A T I O N A L  M EETING 
TON IGHT AT 7 P . M .  IN THE 
C H A R L E S T O N - M ATTO O N  
ROOM O F  THE UNION. 
ANYONE GOING ON THE 
TRIP TO ST. LOUIS, OR 
ANYONE WHO WANTS TO 
GO SHOULD ATTEND. 
________ 2/24 
T H E  · R O M A N S  
PARTY-Every Wed . Top of 
Page One. $3.00 entrance. 
________ 2/24 
DOUG STOGSDILL: Wil l  you 
take me with you whereever 
you go on Spring Break? I love 
you !  Love, your girlfriend . 
________ 2/24 
To the men of DELTA CHI 
Thank-you for inviting me into 
your brotherhood . We are 
going to have· a great year! ! 
Love, .Kim . · 
________ 2/24 
VEGAS . . .  VEGAS . . .  VEGAS ! ! 
What lucky Pike and date wil l  
win the trip to Las Vegas? Find 
out at Wednesday night's date 
party. 
-.,...-------2/2 5  
Omega Psi Phi is holding a 
food drive to help the Needy. 
Help us help others Wed­
nesday in Coleman Hall 
1 1  : OOa. m . ,  1 p . m .  and 3p. m .  
345·54 1 9 ' 348- 1 6 2 7 .  
________ 2/25 
-
SINGLE PERSON STU DIOS 
AND 2,3,4,5 & 6 PERSON 
FALL/SPRING LEASES 
• 24 hr. professional maintenance 
• shuttle bus 
• microwaves available 
YOUNGSTOWNE, OLDTOWNE, 
PINETREE, LINCOLNWOOD AND 
HERITAGE APTS. 
CALL 345-2363 
_______________ Chanelle's Daily 
HALF-PRICE 
$·35 
rest of Spr ing semester 
· 
with this ad 
E '4 £: 11111 � ._ f(� 111\o ll t  ll'lltS AH� 9'Ai\t\ •1>'1 
( tit 1'1\A U� A '°"'PL£ Tr I'• •L. °' •�llolllll., . 
. 
., 
...-���--.,...-�����������--. 
-n-.e.r�·s C.hane. \ \e, f 
l.Joif 'ti\ 5"e � 
whcit WC!. M'Ve. en 00-! 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Doonesbury 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• NEW • : CONSTRUCTION - ·  : -
• FALL OF '87 • 
• . Very large 3 bedroom apartment • 
e for 3-5  people. Located at the • 
e site of the Phi Sig house, • 
e · 1 509 2nd St. , Charleston. e 
• 348-531 2 • 
e Before 5 p.m. e 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
,.. FOR SPRING ,  SUMMER & FALL 
STARTING AS LOW AS 
$1 20 PER PE)3SON 
9 &  1 2 MONTH 
LEASE AVAILABLE 
CARLYLE APARTM ENTS 
9 4 7  4TH STREET 
1 305 1 8TH STREET 
348-7 7 4 6  
BETWEEN 6 AND 1 0  P . M .  
3 4 5-5 3 4 8  
1 ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-· ·-"-··-· ·-· ·-. . -· ·-· ·-· ·1 ' 
' 
' 
i 
' 
i 
SPRI N G  BREAK PARTY ! i 
IN DA YTONA-FOR $129! i 
You Gei HOTEL PAGODA I 
w/OCEA N V I EW SU ITE f 
& BA LCO N Y  
For $139-4/RM or$129-6/RM 
ENJOY you rsel f at t he ESQUIRE 
a newly refurnished hotel with a 
gteat loca(ion ON THE S TRIP 
422 N. A TLA NTIC 
' 
, CA I . I .  C ; l !\ A 
58 1 -35(.ft 
CA I . I .  RA N l>)'/ l >A .'°' f 
.145-(t 7(1] ' 
.-- 1 1 .-.  . .... . .  ._. , , ._. , . ._ , , ._. , , ._, , , ._, , , ._ , , ._. , , _.  . . ._. . .... . .... . .... . ,j 
�c.k �( ro_gs .. �r: 
Union da!;1s _are.. 
numbe.re.d ! 
by Berke Breathed 
r-�������� .. 
.5TOP /T.,. 
I 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Tuesday 's 
10 February 24, 1987 Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely et 581 ·281 2. A corr 
wlll  1ppe1r In the next edition. Unless notlfl 
cannot be responslble tor en I ncorrect 1d after Its 
Insertion. 0.1dllne 2 p.m. previous day. 
IB'An.nouncements IB'An nouncements IB'Announcements IB'An nouncements IB'Announcements 
DAYTONA BEACH.  BEST 
T R I P  O N  C A M P U S .  
FABULOUS LOCATION NEXT 
TO T H E  · B O A R DWALK . 
JOE/MIKE 348-83 2 7 .  
____ 2/24- 2 6 , 3/2-5 
T H E  R O M A N S  
PARTY-Every Wed .  Top of 
Page One. $3.00 entrance. 
2/24 _T_o_t-he-M,...,.e_n_o_f-::S-:-:IG,.,...M:-::A-::CHI :  I 
am very proud to be your 
Sweetheart. Here's to a great 
year! Love, Kerr i .  
_______ 2/24 
Bob, Thanks for a great 
weekend- I Love You ! ! !  Kim . 
_______ 2./24 
Attention 
Patty, Marianne and the 
Gang-Let's do therapy again 
real soon ! KC. 
Spring Break Last Chance! 
Limited space available at 
these number one collegiate 
_______ .2/24 beach and ski destinations. 
South Padre Island , Daytona 
EXCELLENT WAGES for Beach,  Steamboat Springs, 
spare time assembly work; . Miami Beach/Fort Lauderdale, 
electronics, crafts. Others. Mustang Island/Port Aransas, 
Info 1 - (504)64 1 -009 1 EXT. Galveston Island and Fort. 
4 1 67 7 days. Walton Beach.  Call Sunchase 
_______ 2/27 
Bust a button? We'll f ix rips, 
hem pants-skirts , replace 
z i ppers . C raft Depot's 
M E N D I NG SERVICE 58 1 -
5334 . .  
______ 2/24 
SE IORS 
Tours Central Spring Break 
Toll  Free Hot Line Today for 
information and reservations 1 -
800-32 1 - 5 9 1 1 .  
_______ 3/1 3 
MS DREAM DATE-tickets on 
sale now in Union. 
_______ 2/25 
Attention · 
Press the right key to your future! !  
Let " My Secretary" aid you in developing a professional resume that will 
make a good first impression. 
" My_Se�cLeW.�'.' al�o- provides oJ!l.eLWQid. pr_o_cessing �ervices,_ ��h asL. 
letters of application, term papers, or other items to fit your individual 
needs. 
For more information, call 345-1 1 50 or stop by the office at 903 
1 8th Street between 9 : 00 AM and 5 : 00 PM. 
SO: 
Don't delay . . . . . . . . . . .  start today . . . . . . . . . . .  let us do your resume! !  
- ·  1-��--��-�- ---.-----�---�---��---., . ' ·�. I ': THE GOLilEN C01\1Be· ·� ..
.
 , 1 4= '@ 
. · Beauty & TanniBg Salen . · · ,+ 
· I ...  - 1205 3rd St . 345-7530 - . ... .. I 
I . I 
· - �l �;:i���5-_ _ _ _ _  . T��s- 19 f�_r $35 p�:� :�� I .-- J -- -� . _ - ·-- - --Reg� · Price 10 for $45·- · · - - ·- ·-·- -·r-
: · · : 
1 
. .  J2� Min. Same as � hrs.  in Sun)' I >.J Expires Feb. 28 . I 
DELTA SIGMA Pl HAS THE 
BEST SPRING BREAK TRIP 
FOR YOU ! !  ALL GUARAN­
TEED ROOMS ! !  RIGHT IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE STRIP.  FREE 
B E E R  AT POOL DECK 
PARTIES EVERYDAY ! !  FREE 
TELEPHONES & LAUN DRY 
FACI LITIES. THIS IS THE 
BEST TOUR ON CAMPUS! 
CALL B R A D  3 4 5 - 7 9 0 5 ,  
M ARTHA 348- 5 9 8 5 ,  O R  
CRAIG 345-9445 FOR MORE 
INFORMATION. ,,, 
___ .2/24 
DICK! Thanks, so much, for 
understanding ! 
_______ 2/25 
New Credit Card ! No one 
refused Visa/Mastercard. Call 
1 :6 1 9-565- 1 522 ext . C 1 441L 
24 hrs. 
_______ 3/2 
Educated, financially stable, 
white couple unable to have 
chi ldren , seekin g  pr ivate 
adoption of healthy child. 
Confidentiality assured. For 
i n formation contact Paul 
Wieck, Attorney, 2 1 7-826-
5 0 1 1 .  
.....,...,---,-- ----·3120 
Help support MS-Buy your 
ticket for the DREAM DATE in 
the Union TODAY ! 
_______ .2/25 
Don't get stuck in 
Beach Dr Ft. Lau 
Spring Break with a 
leaves you away from 
action! ! !  To show that 
yoµ to have the 
possible we have 
prices 1 0% on our g 
rooms .  Tables are in the 
Mon . "Thurs. from 1 0-3 
Spring Break! ! 
BE A NERD­
leukemia at the Alpha 
Tau and Delta Tau Delta 
DANCE MARATHON, 
1 4 , at E. L. Krackers. 
Assertion Training Course 
· · Learn new se/f=confidence and truly-effective communicati 
in business, social, and intimate settings with 
our three-part mini-course. 
Dr. Eleanor·McCabe 
Mondays, March 2, 9, 1 6-4-6 p.m., U nion Rathskeller Balcony 
Call to Register-Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
ARROW TRAVEL 
West Park Plaza · 620 W. L i ncoln 
Charleston, I l l inois 6 1 920 
Phone 2 1 7·34 80> 1 4 7  
WASHINGTON,  -D.C.  
TOU R  I NCLUDES: 
* Roundtrip air transportation via Piedmont Airlines from Champaign . 
* Private motorcoach transfers from airport to the city . 
* 4 hour morning sightseeing · Capital Hil l area, Whi_ teJ:fouse, _ Penta 
National Gallery of Art , Ford's Theatre, Lincoln and Jefferson Memo · 
Arlington National Cemetery, The Keenedy's gravesites, Embassy 
and the Vice President's residence . , 
- · -- -· - -·- -�- - - -. .  -,.---- ----- - ---- - -- -- · -::-· - ·  --- - - --- - ------ ----
* Afternoon · shopping in historic Georgetown . 
* Taxes and gratuities. 
. 
-
PRICE PER PERSON : $175.00 
$35.00 Deposit · Final Balance Due 30 days prior to departure . 
111111 CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 11111 
• • • 
. .. _ 1 
• 
, . PRESENT COUPON 1 .  . . ��1 De�h�-Warman . '.-- -- · -·: - - - - FOR SPEe� I_: . .  - ·  
-·�r-�--- ·L---�·-------------------------1 
II COOD SUNDAY THRU.THURSDAY . 
- �T PARTICll�ATING STORES 
I ·A Large (16") · 
RESERVE NOW ! · 
--- -FOR S·PRING BREAK !- ·-
Al-
RENT A CAR 
{Don't Be left In The Cold) 
VANS AND CARS-
30 1 B W. Lincoln Ave . ,- Charleston 
345-721 2 
I Sa�sage· Pizza· i ··-· $·595 
.. . . . ·- · - · . • - - . I Available with a 2-Llter Of Pepsi $6.50 ·1 
Offer �xpires March 8, 1987 I • Stretch It At "!I 
· �:;.:·:�:;:. .  
I ,.., ,. 11.• I,.... · -
-
-
• Charleston 348-7515 
--
II 
-
= FREE DELIVERY �f�� -• 
111 1 PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER H 
Tuesday, February 2 4 ,  1 987 
\ 
ri n g  trainin g ' big � test for 2 ex- Pa nthers 
base-designated hitter slot. Pyznarski is coming off a sparkling lineup. 
t l 
In less than a week, Pyznarski will season in which he hit .326 with 23 A hit from-his very first appearance 
-Eastern baseball standouts begin the. head-to-head c9mpetition homers, 25 steals and 1 1 9  RBI for Las in which he scored the tying run and 
ki and Kevin Seitzer, the with Greg Brock, Cecil Cooper, Joey Vegas of the Pacific Coast League. drove in the game-winner against the 
weeks may prove to be the Meyer, Billy Jo Robidoux and Jim However, after the 27-year-old was Chicago White Sox, Seitzer went on to 
rtant of their careers. Adduci for coveted playing time. recalled by San Diego, he had more at- hit .323 for Kansas City. 
ormer Panthers will report to Ironically, Pyznarski and Adduci bats without an RBI (42) than any Despite being named the Royals' 
training camps in late spent the winter working out together major leaguer. Minor League Player of the Year� -
with the intent to make a at former major leaguer Eric "I know I'm going to get my chance, Seitzer knows all too well that he 
e impact on their clubs. Soderholm's hitting school and at so now I've just got to go out and have must have a strong spring to impress 
Pyznarski will report to the Marist High School in Chicago. a good spring training," Pyznarski the Royal front office. 
Br��er _camp in Arizona, "We went through a pretty vigorous said. "My chances are really good, but 
� oo with 1lie Karisiis_-Cify · - -program -siX-Wiys-a-weeK," pyznarsii--ic--evm Seitze:r-- - -- -- --- · - y01rmwer  know what-couhtiiappe�---
t Fort Meyers, Fla. said in a telephone interview. "We Seitzer appears to have a shot at Seitzer said. 
ki lifted, ran sprints, played one-on.One cracking the Royals' starting lineup Dean Taylor, assistant to the · 
generally brings fresh hope full-court basketball, threw and hit." on a platoon basis. But he isn't about general manager for Kansas City, said · · 
usiasm, and that's certainly Thus, .just as his body is in shape for to count on anything. that it "isn't a forgone conclusion that · .  
Pyznarski this season. the coming conflict, so is his mental "I'm just going to do what I've Kevin Seitzer will even make our 
year's Sporting News Minor focus. · always done and that's relax and play club." 
Player of the Year finds ''I hope that l can sneak in there and ball the way I know how," Seitzer said However, Taylor added that the 
with a new team this spring. show them what I can do," Pyznarski in a telephone interview from Panthers' all-time leading hitter does 
· was dealt to Milwaukee said. MilledgeYille, Ga. where he has been stand a pretty good chance. 
e San Diego Padres in The ex-Panther' noted that being a -- working out at tiny Georgia C-Ollege "It's difficult to say where he would-- -
uently, Pyznarski-Eastern's 
e home run and RBI 
ds himself in a battle With 
players for the Brewers' first 
tern to form 
ycl i ng c l u b  
anizational meeting will be 
5 p.m. Thursday for· those 
in joining an Eastern 
club. · 
meeting will be held in Room 
McAfee Gym. The club will 
meet the needs of all serious, 
'stance and recreational 
er information can be ob­
'Y contacting Dr. Ewen Bryden 
018. 
right-handed hitter should help him with former Eastern graduate play," Taylor said. "A lot depends 
to get playing time. assistant Matt Fincher. upon Steve Balboni's back injury." 
''For now IU be satisfied playing Following an all-star season with "I've just got to be ready and play to 
against left-handers until I do well Triple-A Omaha, Seitzer spent the my ability," Seitzer said. 
- enough to get regular time," he said- . final month of the season in. .th_� Royal __ _ _______ _ _ __ _ _ _  · - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ I 
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' - - t ·: ;;;· • - - -te after dowrung Sigma Pi ''B' The Known .battered Rolling 104-37.  -
four spots in the poll were 
contested as they all were 
two points of each other. 
Bud Lights, 3-0, and Red 
, 3-0, tied for the seventh spot 
8 points. The Bud Lights ·did 
y last week while the Red 
trounced the Unknowns 1 10-
Chi, 2-1 , and Delta Chi, 3-0, 
out the Top Ten with 1 7 and 16 
respectively. Neither team 
last week. The entry of Sigma 
the poll marks t}le first time 
n that a team with a loss has 
the poll. Sigma Clii's only loss 
Delta Chi .. 
fer Light, NOYFB and the 
ity Players fell out of the poll 
to the Honorable Mention 
this week. 
IM Poll 
op Ten men's intramural basketball 
chosen by six intramural supervisors. 
followed by record and points with first­
in parenthesis. Team records run 
Thursday's games. Total points based 
7·6-5-4-3-2 · 1  scoring:  
' 
Record 
3-0 
3-0 
4-0 
4-0 
3·0 
4-0 
3-0 
3-0 
2 - 1  
3-0 
Pts. 
59 
40 
29 
2 5  
2 4  
2 4  
1 8  
1 8  
1 7  
1 6  
leans receiving votes in  order: 
I 
Light, NOYFB, Motor City Players, 
Players, tong Riders, Delta Tau 
, Exterminators, GDI.  
the latest- scoop . . .  
check out 
Daily Eastern Ne ws 
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t ,. A Carnival Cruise is easi ly affordable - with the special 
' low cost financing avai lable through Credit U n ion 1 .  Your ' ' cru ise could cost as l i ttle as $ 2 4 . 8 2/month ! * 
' Call the cruise experts at CU 1 Travel now to book you r  t 
' ' ' Fun Ship" Carnival C ruise .  It 's just what the doctor ordered ' to ease those winter blahs ! ' 
' • Ba"d oo I B ·month 7. 9 %  A PR f/"'no/ng. Pf/oe P" pe"°"· dooble °''"P'"'Y Ai-.ro '°'"= ' 
' most major cities plus airport transfers included, port charges not included. Rates and a vailability ' subject to change. ' 
t .... t 
' cu E TRAVEL � t  ' . . t 
i · Cred it Un ion 1 ,  250 Lincoln Ave. ,  Charleston ' 
' 348-5633 . ' 
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Pintos take over 
By TIM LEE 
Staff )Wlter 
eaaviudnc flatri•. A1tarr ., ..... 
Delt.a last week 68-41. R-Meati garn 
of six first-place votes and 59 of 60 tot.al 
the closest a team has come to 1manimi 
last year's final poll when the 
received 69 of 70. 
fourth place 
In an unprecedented move in the short history 
of the Daily Eastern News recreational men's 
basketball poll, the Pintos, unranked last week, 
moved into the fourth . spot after defeating 
previously unbeaten Schaefer Light, 60-58. 
The Pintos, 4.0, also defeated Half Fast last 
week 66-34 to claim the highest entry ever into 
the poll. 
The Supreme Court, 3.(), though · 
_ week moved up into the vacancy at , sj,ot and claimed 40 points, easily 
in intram�ral poll 
The loss by Schaefer Light, which had been 
ranked second for the past two weeks and were 
inching toward the top S{>Ot.
_ 
has sAakerup the 
poll which is voted on by _ recreatioU:l sport& 
- · supervist'>rs and officials. 
R-Meat, 3.0, remainS the top team in the poll 
for the foittth stl'aiPt w� and they did �t ia 
Tuesday ' s  : i 
. · -: �Snorts ·� D,ai ly Eastern News 
Sipa. Pi. Sigma Pi, 4.0, jumped two rp>ts in the 
claimed 29 points after defeating th8 
87-32. The Pintos received 25 point& 
Immediately � the Pintos wi 
were-both1tt.eBequest Line, 3-0,,and 
4..0. -'Ih& Request Line received the 
�PIN!1'68. page ltJ 
' -
February 24, t 
--Gage rs' sere p-f 
toug h  65-55 wi 
ovef No-. Iowa 
- Two More FRANK POLICH I Staff Photogrhpher 
- - Eastern 126 pounder Pat Flynn works harct to --·grapplers· lost a convincing 3o-a- decision to the -
turn over Mark Postelink from the University of nationally ranked Purpte Panthers. 
�orthern Iowa Sunday at Lantz Gym . The Panther 
Boards and h ig h  scori ng keys i n  
' 
lady- Pa nthers tri u m ph over But ler 
By MIKE FITZGERALD Eastern's play midway in the second half almost 
Staff writer 
- spoiled the family affair. -
INDIANAPOLIS-Eastern forward Lisa Tyler The Panthers_ opened up a 48-31 cushion with 
and guard Sheryl Bonsett not only had Butler's 14:59 to play, but Butler outscored Eastern 17�6 
number Monday, but also the number of their over a five minute stretch to pull to 54-48 with 9:30 
family members that watched Eastern thrash to play. . 
Butler 81-58. . ''We started extremely well and got a large lead, 
Tyler, a native of Aurora, Ind. scored �, ·. points, but then gave it back," Hilke-said. 
one point for each of the family members that saw Bonsett agreed. 
her play. Bonsett a native of Scottsburg, Ind. ''We played good in the first half, but then we got 
dished out 10 assists , one for each family member in a little relaxed after we got the lead," Bonsett said. 
attendance,  as the Lady Panthers raised its record It was Bonsett's jumper that got Eastern rolling 
to 14-12.  again. Center Laura Mull then put in three short 
Both Tyler and Bonsett said their families at- jumpers in a row to give the Pantbers a 62-50 lead 
tendance played big roles in their performances. which they just kept building on. 
' "My family really helped me as did Shery!!s Mull scored 14 points and grabbed nine rebounds, 
farilily," Tyler said. - while Webb finished with 12 points and three 
_ "It was nice. They got me keyed up and I wanted boards. 
to do well in front of them," Bonsett said. ''Laura and Brenda posted well for us tonight. 
The victory over Butler, which fell to 9-16, was a We're in good shape when they do this because it 
tune-up for the two important Gateway Conference takes pressure off of the guards," Hi�e added. 
games this week which will decide if the Panthers The Panthers dominated Butler on the boards, 
continue on to post season play. out-rebounding them 4 7-31 despite giving up some 
· Eastern broke from the gate early, opening an 18- height underneath. 
12 lead With 10:23 to play in the first half. Tyler continued her fine board work by leading 
The Panthers then proceeded to outscore the Eastern with 1 1  rebounds. 
-
Bulldogs 22-15 during the remaining 10 plus ''We need to feel Lisa (Tyler's) prescence on the 
minutes of the half with center Brenda Webb boards and she was there tonight," !"filke said. 
hitting six of seven from the floor to pace Eastern. - Eastern also shot 54 percent from the floor for 
By JOHN STROUD 
Associate sports editor 
Tough clutch play by Eastern propell 
. Panther men's basketball team to victory 
them Iowa Monday for their second AMCU-8 
the season 65-55. . 
Northern Iowa didn't take the fall easy tho 
the purple Panthers' Nick Nurse connected on 
to-back three pointers inside five minutes 
East.em's lead to two, 49-4 7 .  
Eastern's Panthers were paced by guard 
Taylor, who answered Nurse's long shots 
tough basket underneath to break the N 
Iowa momentum. Norm Evans hit eight free 
in the final 1 :50 to give the Panthers a 63 
with only 19 second remaining. Tony Hemp 
two free throws with one second left for the 
· --margin-.-- - '\ -- ---- -- - - - ----- -- - - - - - - -
''That kind of scared me,'� Eastern coach 
_ ·SamJiels �d of the quick six points · by _ 
''That's just his ' competitive nature. But Tayl 
tough shot and it broke their momentum." 
The Panthers move to 2�10 ip the league 
overall. Northern Iowa drops to 12-13 and 6-& 
AMCU. 
"I thought we were alert and playing 
Samuels said. ''We showed the same spirit 
Saturday night" against conference-I 
Southwest Missouri, when the Panthers 
Bears to the wire but lost by two. 
Balanced Panther seoring - helped the 
Taylor burned the nets with 23 points (14 · 
second half) to lead the team.�-- - -He also 
rebounding with 12.  Hemphill had 18 poin 
Evans had 1 1  (nine on free throws) while Dav 
added nine points. 
Northern Iowa was led in scoring by Jason 
and Nurse who both had 12 points. G 
Dermott added 1 1  points. 
Although the Panthers went zero for nine 
the first seven minutes of play, tough de£ 
play kept Northern Iowa in check, and Eas 
able to stay in the fight. Both teams shot 
the first half as the Panthers connected 
eight of 26 attempts from the field while N 
Iowa was 10 of 25. 
Eastern grabbed a 26-22 halftime advan 
pair of buckets by Stein iii the final minute. 
_ Ac. four corners spread-out_ offense, whi 
successful against Southwest Missouri Sa 
· was used to the Panthers' advantage again M 
''We didn't really get many scoring oppo 
out of it,'' Samuels said; "but it allowed us to 
the game." He added that the four comers 
down on turnovers as the Panthers gave up 
13 times. Northern Iowa had 12 turn,overs. 
The Panthers also held a substantial 
rebounding advantage over the purple Panth 
''We did a good job switching defenses, 
shut off Northern Iowa's inside game," 
The Panthers led Butler at the half 40-27,  with the game while holding Butler to �30 percent from· said. 
·-
Webb leading all scorers with 12 points. the floor for the night. 
"Brenda had a great shooting night even though The Panthers will return to action on Thursday 
she was hampered by foul trouble," head coach -- night when they host GCAC foe Wichita State at 
- --p..:,...;1:;;,.. U!ll- - n n ! ..:I  - - --- - - - - ,-- -,,..-�(:\ n ....;. · ;,.. T <1n+7 (!,,.,.... , - - - - - - -
' 
"Obviously we'd like to win the rest of our 
especially the rest of our conference games� 
_ Panthers . prepare --for _ next week's 
ronfi>,.i>nrP tonnrnm�mt at 8outhwP.Rt Misso 
-- -- ---�--�--��--�----------------------'
